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Side B

. T-320

heard a lot a*bout education and this group says, for "a while we are going

. ,

to "zero" in on education and you know and I know'that the greatest dropoutsj'*
the eighth, ninth, tenth and eleventh grades. You could have consultations
with parents of students of that* level and with the students that, need some
good guidance sometimes and some of these parents don't know what to do, they
just need some help. But "zero1' in and if you-can just lick one thing a\t a, ' ,'
\
' • '; '
time I think you will be a tremendous success. Ace, this is real exciting,
its a tremendous hew approach to this filing. Normally, we have been invited
\
in to a group and it will be a great big community affair and we'll spend with

' A

the group—they'll spend and we will too—as long as six, t© eight weeks just
discussing if they will organize, why they'll organize and what they're going
to do first. And that's all right with us. We'll spend six months if they
want to. And long^as they stay together.and face up to the fact that they
need to do something. But this is tremendouse the way you "zeroed" in on this
thing and if we can help in any way at the University any sort of professional

r

assistance with you, we have completed a resources survey just today and. I
know it isn't complete, we've been working on it for three months. I've got a least five typewritten pages single space, the State, of Oklahoma of Governmental and private agencies who have offered" indire-c^ service to Indians.
Hundreds of them. And quite often, I think that is the confusing thing.
The Indian'doesn't—with so many people at him all the time he'doesn't know
what 1?fc do or where to go or even go to. But again, if you can have an Indian
voice her'e, sort of co -ordinate some of these things, I think it would be,
tremendous, but'I never liked to take too much "time because I want to be invited back. But it's been real exciting to me and* hope you stay with it.
If we can help, let us know.
Ace: Bob.
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